WHYSDOM Recognized in REI’s Top 100 Technology Companies
The Revenue Enablement Institute™ publishes its list recognizing top technology companies
The Revenue Enablement Institute™ (REI) has chosen WHYSDOM as one of the top 100 technology companies
providing the tools that help companies transform their commercial models to grow revenue, profit, and firm
value. WHYSDOM ranks alongside other companies at the forefront of advanced analytics, AI, and machine
learning. Companies like Oracle, Salesforce, and Adobe. Together this group of 100 is fast becoming the
indispensable tech stack for the 21st century.
REI’s expert faculty of academics and practitioners conducted a comprehensive analysis of the growth
technology landscape using their proprietary Revenue Enablement EcosystemSM – a model designed to unlock
the potential of technology to make selling more digital, data-driven, measurable, and most importantly
profitable. The output of this model is the REI Top 100.
According to Bruce Rogers, REI Managing Director, “Today, sales teams are under intense pressure to sell
virtually and find new ways to intercept the buyer in the digital space. This has forced revenue growth leaders
to transform their commercial models and reconfigure their tech stack to adapt to this new digital buying
reality. That’s what prompted us to create the REI Top 100. It’s a guide to the best and brightest technologies
currently available.”
He goes on to say that “WHYSDOM is an example of a company that is responding to this new reality. They
capture and analyze data from mobile devices and social listening to create a more accurate 360 view of
prospects. This enables WHYSDOM to engage during the moments that matter by intercepting prospects
where they are – physically, on the web, and along the buying journey – and when it’s the best time to engage
them.”
Bob Noble, CEO of WHYSDOM commented, “We are honored to be part of the REI Top 100. It’s a testament to
the outcomes we deliver for our clients to reduce media waste by using our platform to engage only with their
most valuable prospects.”
WHYSDOM is an advanced behavior science and engagement technology company. We integrate audience
identification, research, behavioral segmentation, and precision-targeting to deliver more relevant messaging to
motivate action. Our digital outreach platform gives you a clear vision of the Who, What, When, Where and
the WHY to make more profitable marketing and management decisions.

